Beginner's Guide To Wine: Wine History, Grapes And Types, Pairing With Food And Other Wine Secrets Revealed (Wine Guide & Spirits)
Are you tired of feeling left out when your friends talk about wine? Do you want to start joining your friends on the world’s best wine tasting tours? At this point in your life you probably find yourself trying to change the subject whenever your friends start talking about their latest wine tasting tour. But, that doesn’t mean you don’t want to be part of the conversation, you just don’t seem to know where to start. If that sounds like you then the Beginner’s Guide to Wine is the perfect book for you. Inside this handy guide you will learn quite a lot about wine. We start off by providing you with a brief history of wine, including how far wine dates back, how it is made, and what kind of grapes are used in the making of wine. This highly useful guide will also teach you how to recognize a good wine, no more having to worry what your friends might think about your opinion on the newest bottle. By using our tips and strategies you will easily be able to recognize the different types of wines and pick out the good ones. Inside You Will Learn: • The history behind wine • How wine is made • How to recognize good wine • Where popular vineyards are located • The differences between wines • How to pair food with wine • And Much More Once you learn the basics about wine there will be no stopping you. Learning the basics will allow you to enjoy the wine tasting tours that are quickly gaining in popularity, but can also help you plan the most elaborate dinner parties.
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Customer Reviews
I'm quite new to the world of wine, don't want to feel always puzzled, it's really fascinating to recognize the taste and value of the wine quality. The book is a nice guide into wine learning, it's easy to read and comprehend, it has everything we need to know about wine, basic and essential facts and features are a must. Special chapter is about pairing wine and food, definitely I'll follow those rules in the future. The book is worth reading if you want to recognize more than just color or taste of wine.
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